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Degrees of comparison exercises worksheets

Vanessa Escobar •Grammar » Adjectives » Degrees of Comparison In the following presentation you will find the rules for forming the Comparative degree of adjectives. All rules and practices have images and extra examples for you to understand better. You... 1 4 108 ElemPre-Int •Degrees of
Comparison, Present Perfect, Word Order, Homework Using these worksheets, students can review the form of superlatives and their use with present perfectly with ever. In the first exercise students complete a table with the right compara ... 1 11 464 Pre-Int •Degrees of comparison, adjective vs Adverb,
Adverb, Homework This worksheet allows students to practice comparing adjectives and adverbs, and use as +adj/adv as a structure to compare. In the first exercise students choose an adjec ... 1 14 100 Pre-Int Nesma Bayome •Grammar » Adjectives » Degrees of comparison This sheet works best to



elicit the rules for using both comparative and superlative adjectives. Students must answer questions based on information provided in the images. Their... 1 17 412 Pre-IntInt nidhi garg •Grammar » Adjectives » Degrees of comparison This worksheet lists common adjectives and comparative degrees
(positive, comparive, superlative). 1 26836 BegElem Mark T We owe much of our military tactics, culture and democracy to ancient Sparta and Athens. This sheet looks at the contributions of both civilizations and allows students to reflect on the ho... 1 7 119 IntAdv Irina Komoltseva Word formation is part
of the international exams such as FCE, CAE, CPE. Time preparation for these exams is an important part of examinee success. I start doing exercises on the word formatio ... 1 10 595 Elem VDV •Degrees of comparison, negative adjectives, opposites, other adjectives If you want your students to have
fun when checking out homework, then this worksheet is for you. They will solve a crossword puzzle and give you the real picture of if they know these adject... 1 19 742 ElemPre-Int Marta •Grammar » Adjectives » Degrees of comparison A simple power point for younger students. Learn or review
adjectives and comparison. ... 1 13 343 Elem S.I. •Degrees of Comparison, Other Adjectives, Reading Comprehension The circus history has been slightly modified from the original text (source incl.) to suit beginners' students. Students read the story and then respond to multiple choice or true/false
questio... 1 59276 BegElem Julieta23 •Grammar » Adjectives » Degrees of comparison This is a very simple spreadsheet. It contains the Rule of Superlative form for students to complete. It also provides examples for students to understand it better. ie The Burj Khalifa is the ... 5 15 190 ElemPre-Int
Tanya Navros •Grammar » Adjective » Degrees of comparison Practice superlative cards for couples work or work in groups of three. Give your students a chance to exchange ideas based on their personal experience. Cut out the cards that contain questions... 8 ElemPre-Int •Grammar » Adjectives »
Degrees of comparison This simple and useful worksheet can be used to assess comparative and superlative endings for bass adjectives (-er/-est) to express degrees of comparison. Good to use in a grammar lesson on the... 10 21 156 Pre-Int S.I. •Comparative Degrees, Other Adjectives, Descriptive
Things The table logically shows the differences between comparative and superlative adjectives and how to form them. It also explains the use of more ... than and most .... My students find ... 6 34099 ElemPre-IntInt Blanca It is based on the song Masters of War written by Bob Dylan, with activities to be
done while listening to the song. Students will need to organize and complete texts as well as look for example ... 4 21,875 Elem English By Videos •Degrees of Comparison, Quizzes and Hunts, Movie + Video + Cartoons This fun video activity is to practice using comparatives and superlatives. The video
contains lots of different clips on topics like The World's Deadliest Animals and The Hottest Places o... 25 43588 ElemPre-IntInt Kate.Loke •Composite adjectives, degrees of comparison, Other Adjectives, Animals Hello colleagues all over the world! This is basically a gap-fill text about dangerous
animals. Usually I give them some input about the animals before I give them the spreadsheet. I a ... 13 28 327 Pre-IntInt Rahel Hoernlimann •Grammar » Adjectives » Degrees of comparison The purpose of this worksheet is to ask and answer questions about your preferences in different areas of daily
life. Students should work in pairs and ask questions. A partner must ask, the oth ... 1 9 197 Elem Rania Foka •Grammar » Adjectives » Degrees of comparison The spreadsheet has been created with regard to young students who have been taught the comparative form of adjectives. They will need to
work in pairs, get information from each other and then com... 4 14589 Elem Ana Paula •Degrees of Comparison, Other Adjectives I ts a power point presentation that begins with some examples of opposing adjectives, followed by a brief explanation of comparative and superlative forms. It provides
images to illustrate items ... 3 18 680 ElemPre-Int Helga •Grammar » Adjectives » Degrees of comparison The worksheet contains a diagram of the comparative degrees (with examples) explaining the rules of comparison as ajektiv. It also contains 4 points (one point for each ... 13 37,208 ElemPre-Int
•Degrees of Comparison, Other Adjectives This power-point presentation helps elementary students learn comparative adjectives such as smaller, larger, longer, shorter, quieter, higher, faster, slower. It is also suitable for young learners... 8 16 500 BegElem •Degrees of Comparison, Animals This power-
point presentation helps students learn the names of farm animals such as a goose, goat, cow, horse, etc.. It also presents comparative adjectives for comparing animals. It is ... 7 14 232 BegElem sasha_alexandra created this worksheet to have some grammar revision with my students. It is dedicated to
a new Marvel film Captain America: Civil War. I like it a lot and students enjoy discussing superh... 8 22 848 IntAdvExam Next content index Fill in the blanks with an adjective of the appropriate comparative rate. We use the positive adjective in the structure as .... like saying that people or things are
similar. We use superlatives to compare a person to the whole group to which they belong. We use comparative to compare a person with another person or people. Warmer is the comparative form of hot. We use comparative to compare a person with another person or people. We use the positive
adjective in the structure that ... we use superlatives to compare a person to the entire group to which they belong. Faster is the comparative form of fast. Easier is the comparative form of light. The correct structure is like ... Like... Less clever is the comparative form. Smarter is the comparative form of
smart. Answer 1. James is as tall as his brother. 2. Alexander was one of the greatest kings who ever lived. 3. Martin is more diligent than any other boy in the class. Chennai is hotr than Mumbai. 5. Very few cities in Asia are the size of Hong Kong. 6. This cathedral is the largest in southern India. 7. An
aircraft flies faster than birds. 8. Kitchen appliances have made cooking easier. 9. Very few countries are as rich as America. 10. Some beans are at least as nutritious as meat. 11. Naomi is less smart than her sister. 12. Clara is smarter than Sara. Sara.
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